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OUR DOORS
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We cannot wait to reopen our doors to customers, existing and new, but until
the Welsh Government Covid 19 restrictions are eased to dispense with social
distancing, it is impossible to reopen a financially viable operation.
Full capacity audiences.....
Current 2m rules bring the seating capacity down from 556 to 108 (max). Our headline artists and acts would
rather wait until we can enjoy full capacity audiences, bringing back our unique Hafren atmosphere of laughter,
dancing and getting up close and personal. We are not about social distancing; we want to bring friends and
family back together!

We recognise that after such a long period of isolation, many of our customers
would be understandably nervous about attending an indoor event.
Safety is our top priority.....
Giving this a lot of thought, we want to welcome customers into the safest possible
environment. We are already committed to #BuildBackBetter which has a list of protocols
that we must follow to substantially reduce risks. Understanding that potential air-borne
viruses are now part of our future, we are also taking big steps forward, future proofing as
much as possible. We already know that our customer expectations of Hafren are high, and
the safety of coming to enjoy a night out is our top priority.

Investing in the future.....
Working with our partner - NPTC Group of Colleges, we are using the continued closure over the summer to
invest in significant new equipment. New heating and Air Handling systems will ensure that all our users will
only breathe in fresh air, using the latest UK Government Guidelines as a minimum standard. We also look to
minimise our impact on the environment by utilising the latest technology available. Visually, there will not be
much difference to see, but customers, participants and artists can be safe in the knowledge that Hafren is
leading the way in Safety in Public Buildings.

When we do have the all clear to reopen, we place user safety at the very top of our
considerations, so that you don’t have to.
This immediate project is being planned to allow for a potential, extensive major redevelopment for Hafren.
We have long held ambitions to offer even more spaces to house extra creative and business activities. With
significant new funding opportunities becoming available, support from our local politicians and Powys County
Council we hope to be making some announcements in the not-too-distant future.

